3EV ~ Essential Agreement 2015

We are kind to one another ... Always.

We show tolerance, appreciate people’s differences and work together as a team.

We are creative and are enthusiastic about our learning.

We show integrity and always try to do the right thing, even when no one is watching.

We listen to others and take turns when talking with others.

We believe in ourselves, are confident and have trust in all that we do.

We respect each other, our belongings and make sure we keep our classroom tidy.

We use our manners and treat others the way we would like to be treated.

We are happy, we have fun, we achieve success in our goals.

We show commitment on our work and we will never give up!
3EV ~ Positive Rewards

All students have their names listed on the STUDENTS 😊 sheet.

3EV students always try their best to make good choices!

Students who are positively demonstrating our 3EV expectations will have their name placed on SUPERSTARS!

Positive rewards include:

- Certificate presented at Assembly!
- A prize from the PRIZE BOX!
- Time on the MAC Books during Fun Friday!
- Free choice during Fruit Reading time!
- Marble in our Marble Jar!
3EV ~ Negative Consequences 😞

If students are not doing the right thing, they are given 2 verbal warnings. If the unwanted behaviour continues their name/s move onto the consequences chart.

1st Warning ~ 5 minutes in the classroom or walking with Miss Erin on yard duty at recess or at lunch time and reflect on our essential agreement.

2 further verbal warnings ...

2nd Warning ~ Miss out on Fun Friday / special activity.

2 more further verbal warnings ...

Consequences 😞 ~ Meeting with Assistant Principal and parents contacted.